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Known as “Unky” to close family and friends, H. Wilson Sundt graduated from
the University of Arizona in 1954 with a degree in Business Management. A
prominent figure in the Tucson community, Unky and his brother soon took
over their family business and helped create it into a booming enterprise
as Tucson-based Sundt Construction. To date, Sundt Construction has
completed projects in 21 states and 11 countries, including projects such as
the U.S. Embassy in Moscow and the Apollo 11 launch pad in Florida. His
accomplishments were recognized by Engineering-News Record, an industry
magazine, where he was featured on the cover in both 1977 and 1990.

Craig Barker ‘82

... continued on page 3.

Following the footsteps of his father Emery ‘57 and older brother Mark ‘80,
Craig joined Upsilon Alpha in the fall of 1978. During his college years he
was a member of Primus, Sophos, Chain Gang and Blue Key as well as the
President of Bobcats Senior Honorary. Craig served as the editor of the
Campanilla for 3 years and the chapter won the "Coon Plaque" at the 1981
Fiji Academy for the best graduate newsletter in the country. He also served
on the Cabinet as Corresponding Secretary as a Junior and Recruitment
... continued on page 3.
Chairman his Senior year.

Jeff Mongan ‘83

After receiving a bachelor's degree in Business Administration from UofA in
1983, Jeff kickstarted a 37-year career in resort and luxury hotel development
as the Senior Vice President and Partner with The Athens Group. Some
notable properties developed by Jeff include Montage Deer Valley, Montage
Laguna Beach, Ritz-Carlton Half Moon Bay, Ritz-Carlton Bachelor Gulch and
Four Seasons Hualalai Resort on the Big Island of Hawaii. Early in his career
Mongan was involved in development of the Ventana Canyon community and
Loews Ventana Canyon Resort in Tucson as well as the La Reserve community
in Oro Valley. Mongan is a long time member of the Urban Land Institute and

... continued on page 3.

Andrew Braccia ‘98

Andrew Braccia ‘98 graduated with a degree in Business from the Eller
College of Management. He joined Accel in 2007 and focuses on consumeroriented mobile and web services companies. Andrew was an early investor
and on the boards of Slack (acquired by Salesforce), lynda.com (acquired
by LinkedIn), Squarespace, Vox Media, Cornershop (acquired by Uber),
MyFitnessPal (acquired by Under Armour), Hotel Tonight (acquired by
Airbnb), Cloudera (public), Anchor.fm (acquired by Spotify), Gametime,
and UserTesting. He also works closely with the teams at Braintree (acquired

... continued on page 3.
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Dear Brothers,

This past year has been
far from what any of
us expected, but the
brothers of the Upsilon
Alpha Chapter have
continued to make
advancements
both
individually and as a
chapter as a whole. As
a chapter, we currently
have 115 members after adding 20 standout
gentlemen in the Eta class. These 20 fine young men
have shown every indication of being future leaders,
both in our chapter and in their desired career fields.
In regards to academic success, the Upsilon Alpha
chapter has a 3.71 GPA, the second highest GPA
among IFC fraternities separated by less than .06
points from that highly-desired top spot. This past
fall semester has brought along new challenges and
demands that have tested our chapter’s values like
never before. I’m blessed to say that these challenging
times have only strengthened the sense of community
within this chapter, as brothers have continued to
safely interact and communicate with one another.

The Upsilon Alpha Chapter has continued to
involve our members in brotherhood events with
the continuation of our Fiji Basketball League that
allows brothers to interact and compete in a safe,
comfortable environment. On the professional front,
our chapter has continued to host company recruiters
and representatives looking for well-rounded men
interested in Summer internships and employment.
Our brothers have continued working with career
advisor, Pete Corrigan, to find companies best suited
to meet their professional development needs. Taking
advantage of this time to improve academically and
professionally, will set the Upsilon Alpha chapter up
for new levels of growth regardless of any restrictions
brought on by COVID-19. I speak on behalf of the
Upsilon Alpha Chapter in saying how excited we are to
be a part of the amazing growth and progression that
is to come for this chapter moving forward. We want
to thank our graduate brothers for their continued
support, and are constantly reminded of how lucky we
are to have such outstanding alumni that care about our
chapter. It is through your generosity and involvement
that our chapter is able to reach such great heights.
Perge!
Cole Houck ‘22

Letter from the Board of Advisors
I hope that you, your
family and friends are
staying healthy and in
good spirits. Our daily
lives have sure seen
significant changes in the
past six months due to
the worldwide pandemic.
This year has been
especially challenging
for Upsilon Alpha, but
I am happy to share that
overall, our Chapter remains strong.
The impact of COVID-19 on college campuses, particularly
campus life, has been significant. It has resulted in many
changes to how our undergraduate chapter operates. We
can and should be proud as to how well and how quickly
our brothers rose to the challenge and found new ways to
recruit new members, keep connected and even conduct
chapter business. They are following all the new protocols
established to navigate through these uncharted waters
and still have managed to enjoy a successful fraternity
experience. A good committee system is in place to
oversee the various aspects of fraternity life and the Cabinet
is doing its job of helping to ‘build courageous leaders’ and

‘uniting men in enduring friendships.’
We should also be very proud and grateful to the graduate
brothers who serve in key volunteer roles - Purple
Legionnaires, BCA members and House Corporation
members. Whether they needed to offer support to a weary
cabinet over Zoom, continuously adjusted plans to operate
a chapter house safely, or helped with the intricacies of a
virtual Recruitment, these brothers have emerged as the
modern day ‘Purple Legion’ that should make us all “mighty
proud.”
We remain committed to supporting our members as they
work to adapt to the COVID-19 pandemic. Hopefully this
will eventually abate but we must be persistent. In the words
of brother Calvin Coolidge, “Nothing in the world can take
the place of persistence. Persistence and determination
alone are omnipotent. The slogan ‘Press On’ has solved and
always will solve the problems of the human race.”
While we may see changes in how Phi Gamma Delta
operates today and into the future, our brotherhood is the
basis of our work, and our friendships are more important
than ever. Stay safe and ‘Bear Down.’
Fraternally,
Jeff Derickson ‘72, BCA President

Study Room

Renovation

The men of Upsilon
Alpha strive to encourage
and aid each brother in
maintaining the highest
scholarship of which he is
capable. In pursuit of this
Standard of Excellence
the
undergraduate
brothers conceived a plan
to transform the chapter
study room to create an environment that rivals the University
Library and The Eller School of Management. With the help of
generous donations from graduate brothers, the Mother’s Club
and a grant from the IHQ Educational Foundation, it became a
reality.
The study room is now a state-of-the-art facility with group study
cubicles, plug-ins for laptop computers, video means to project
powerpoint presentations, projection capability, a speaker
system, white boards, and new office type furniture. The room
is carpeted, has a Wi-Fi system supported by fiber optics, sounddeadening ceiling tiles, and LED lighting.
This project was possible because of tax-deductible donations to
the Phi Gamma Delta Educational Foundation that are designated
to the Upsilon Alpha Chapter House Endowment Fund (CHEF).
The Upsilon Alpha CHEF was depleted after the outlays for the
study room renovation project. Thanks to the generosity of
a recent gift by Brother Deno Dikeou ’61, the Upsilon Alpha
CHEF funding has been restored and increased.
Special thanks and recognition are in order for Brother Trevor
Henson ’19, our Graduate Resident Advisor, and Alex Gray ’22,
the Chapter Historian and House Manager. These brothers spent
many hours all summer planning, supervising and personally
contributing their talent and labor to this chapter house
enhancement project.
Their attention to
detail and hard work
has resulted in a facility
that will enhance the
academic achievement
of our undergraduate
brothers as we strive for
academic excellence.

Please consider a tax-deductible donation to the Upsilon Alpha
CHEF at the Phi Gamma Delta Educational Foundation (include
contact/donation info provided by FMG) so we can continue to
pursue projects like these in the future.

Hall of Fame Bios continued from page 1

H. Wilson "Unky" Sundt‘54, continued
Outside of work, Unky was very influential within the local community.
He served on the boards of Magma Copper, Schuff Steel, University of
Arizona Foundation, Tucson Airport Authority and the Tucson Electric
Power company. Sundt was awarded the Free Enterprise Award in 1989
by the Arizona Chamber of Commerce, by the University of Arizona with
the 1982 Distinguished Citizen Award and the 1989 Medallion Award for
those who demonstrate lifelong service to the community. During his time
at the University, Unky was also a member of Bobcats.
Unfortunately after a battle with cancer, Unky passed away at the age of 75
in 2008. He is survived by his college sweetheart, Dottie, three children
and six grandchildren.
Craig Barker ‘82, continued
Craig currently works at the University of Arizona Foundation as the
Senior Vice President of Financial Services and the CFO. In his tenure
working for the university, he has received multiple awards including an
industry award for innovation in 2016.
Outside of his professional career, Craig has volunteered on numerous
committees and non-profits including the Arizona Sonora Desert
Museum, the Council for Advancement and Support of Education
(CASE), Tucson Medical Center, and the Rotary Club of Tucson.
Craig says that his 4 years in Upsilon Alpha as an undergraduate were
some of the happiest of his life. He believes that being a Fiji helped him
transition from a high school student to being successful at such a large
University. He is “mighty proud” to be a member of a Fraternity where
he reveres many of the men who came before him and who continue to
support the Chapter with their leadership. Craig has two sons, Jacob, a
2018 graduate from NAU who currently works at Raytheon, and Lukas, a
2018 graduate from the Eller College of Management.
Jeff Mongan ‘83, continued
served as past Chair of the national Recreational Development Council.
As of August 2020, Jeff has semi-retired but stays very involved with his
local community. He was the Chair of the UrbanPlan Committee for ULI
Arizona and UrbanPlan program volunteer at several Phoenix area high
schools. Mongan also serves as a volunteer leader with McDowell Mountain
Community Church in North Scottsdale. As an undergrad Jeff served as
the Chapter Treasurer and won an award for best all-around intramural
athlete. After graduating Mongan served on the Board of Chapter Advisors
and currently is the President of the Upsilon Alpha Building Corporation.
Jeff has very fond memories of his time as a Fiji, making some of his best
life-long friendships that continue today. He says “the fraternity instilled
positive values and principles that carried through to my career and family
life. My career in real estate development came about from the network of
exceptional FIJIs that were leaders in the commercial real estate business
in Phoenix including one of my mentors, the late Lee Hanley '64.” Jeff's
two daughters, Jeannie and Maddie, are both members of TCU’s Kappa
Alpha Theta chapter.
Andrew Braccia ‘98, continued
by PayPal), Etsy (public), Xero (public), and PagerDuty (public). Prior
to joining Accel, Andrew spent close to a decade in a variety of executive
positions at Yahoo!.
Andrew and his wife, Kirsten, live in the San Francisco Bay area with their
four children. They have generously donated major gifts to the University
of Arizona to assist with the construction of the new academic center
for UA student-athletes, material support for nursing students and their
educational teams, and recently, to support COVID-19 initiatives.

Congratulations to our
Smith-Cheney Spirit
Award Recipient

THE BOBCATS
SENIOR HONORARY

Due to the current pandemic,
the annual Pig Dinner will not be
held this year. The University of
Arizona has banned the gathering
of large groups on campus for at
least this academic year. However,
some traditions will still be honored
including the presentation of the Smith-Cheney Spirit Award.

Established in February 1922, Bobcats have enjoyed a long
and rich history being recognized as one of the first and finest
organizations on campus. Fiji T.D. Romero '22, acting
Student Body President, was one of its original members.
Founded for the purpose of preserving the unity and welfare
of the University of Arizona, each one of its 13 members has
a strong connection to and pride for their school. Their motto
is "Eternal Vigilance." Annually, Bobcats help organize
Homecoming and the Evening of Excellence as well as other
community service projects that aim to better the University
of Arizona.

Now in its second year, this award was created to honor an undergraduate
brother who has exhibited special characteristics, exemplified by the
late Steven L. Smith ’72. Steve “T-Bear” Smith pledged Upsilon
Alpha in the Fall of 1968 and immediately got involved in committees
on campus, the local community and in the fraternity. His bright
example of volunteerism was a source of inspiration for all. But maybe
his biggest role was to be there for his brothers in the fraternity. He
was a shining example of participating in anything he could to further
the goals of Upsilon Alpha and help make the chapter worthy of the
Cheney Cup, given to the most outstanding Fiji chapter in the nation.
Fittingly, with the help of his motivated brothers , we won the Cheney
Cup in his junior year. This was Upsilon Alpha’s fifth Cheney Cup,
which was the most in the nation at the time. And to top it all off, Steve
was a distant relative of Orion H. Cheney, Nu Epsilon 1897, former
Archon President and donor of the Cheney Cup, which has stimulated
our chapters to ‘Greater Efficiency!’

Members of Bobcat Senior Honorary are selected based
on their scholastic achievement, leadership, university and
community involvement and a sincere commitment to the
University of Arizona. Historically a men's senior honorary,
women were admitted starting in 1987, due to Title IX.
The Honorary Bobcat membership is an integral part of the
Bobcat organization and are individuals selected by the Alumni
Awards Committee for their excellent service, significant
contributions, and for bringing honor or recognition to the
University of Arizona.

Steve passed ‘Ad Astra’ three years ago and his widow, Kathy HawkesSmith, wanted to establish an award in his name. We formed a
committee of graduate brothers who knew him and have fabricated
a ‘Perpetual Plaque Award’ that hangs on the wall in the Fiji house
for all to see. Every year a deserving brother’s name will be added
to the plaque and a framed certificate will go to the recipient. You’ll
remember that the first winner was Jacob Crow.
Even though it cannot be presented at Homecoming as usual, we
still wanted to award this honor to a deserving brother despite the
restrictions of the current pandemic. He doesn’t have to be “the
most popular” or the “best scholar” or “best athlete,” but rather, the
brother that exemplifies the person who would gladly sacrifice “for the
good of the Chapter.” Just like Steve. We used to call this brother
“Most Purple.”
The Awards Committee, with advice from some of the key leaders in
the chapter, considered all worthy candidates and selected the winner.
The recipient of the 2020 Smith-Cheney Spirit Award is Alex Gray
‘22.
These are some comments made about him by his peers: “Alex's love
for Phi Gamma Delta has been clear since our pledge semester. Alex
always puts his brothers first. He has been an excellent Historian and
actively worked to modify New Member Education and Recruitment
during these trying times. He also serves as House Manager and worked
diligently with Trevor Henson to assist with house improvements over
the summer.”

To date Phi Gamma Delta has inducted 143 members to this
prestigious group. No other organization on campus has more
members of Bobcats than our Fraternity!
To see a list of Upsilon Alpha Bobcats, check out our website

at www.arizonafiji.org.

Click on HOME and then FIJI BOBCATS.

“Alex is the perfect candidate because of his dedication to working for
the chapter and ensuring that the chapter house was ready for us to move
in to and run smoothly throughout the year. Also for his dedication to
the Ritual and completion of Post Initiation Education.”
“Alex has invested hundreds of hours into maintaining the house for the
brothers, as well as guiding the new pledges to the best of his abilities
during these times.”
“For all the effort he's put into the house this past year, Alex Gray is a
deserving recipient of this Award.”
Congratulations, Alex!
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CHAPTER MEMBER

& ALUMNI PROFILES
Danny Kreamer ’21

Matt Hill ‘21
Matt Hill is from Davis, California and is
a passionate golfer and U of A basketball
fan. Matt is currently a senior studying
finance and entrepreneurship in the Eller
College of Management. After graduating
this upcoming May, Matt hopes to pursue
a career in management consulting. Matt
has been with FIJI since his freshman year
and is incredibly proud of how the chapter
has grown. Matt has held multiple positions
within the fraternity including planning and
running Mom’s Weekend and the annual
Pig Dinner. Matt has also been involved with
the social, academic, pledge education, and
judicial committees. Matt fondly remembers
his Junior year that he spent living in the
house. He recalls, “Never a dull moment
living with 45+ guys in the chapter house. It
did not matter if I was working out, eating,
doing homework, studying, or watching
sports, it was always a good time because I
was surrounded by all my brothers.” Matt
enjoys leading the chapter as a senior and is
excited to continue to be involved with FIJI
as a graduate brother after he graduates.

Danny is a Senior from Phoenix, AZ, and is majoring
in Political Science. During his time at Fiji, Danny
served as Intramural Chair, Recording Secretary, and
is current the commissioner of the intra-fraternity 3v3
basketball league (FBA), which features 24 teams made
up of brothers and pledges.
Throughout his time in college, Danny has taken an
interest in political campaigns, interning for both
gubernatorial candidate David Garcia in 2018, and for
now senator-elect candidate Mark Kelly in 2020. As a
member of the finance team, Danny helped the Kelly campaign bring in one of the largest
fundraising hauls in the history of senate campaigns.
Upon graduation in Spring of 2021, Danny plans to take a gap year, possibly getting a
graduate degree, working, or doing something generally productive before going to law
school. As a massive University of Arizona sports fan, Danny has been disappointed by
the lack of success by the school's athletics in the past four years attending the university.
Danny has gotten a lot out of his time in Fiji, saying, “Being in Fiji like this was not only
the highlight of my time here at the University of Arizona, but will continue to benefit me
after graduation. The relationships I have built and the memories I have created here are
absolutely priceless.”

Wainwright
Fishburn ‘75

Wainwright Fishburn, a third-generation Arizonan, was indoctrinated to UofA since birth. He worked in
restaurants starting at the age of 15 and even helped open The Vineyard, now known as Dirtbags. Following
graduation, Wain spent a fellowship year at the Australian National University and started his career as a
management trainee reporting to the CEO, a FIJI. Now, Wainwright Fishburn, Jr. is partner and Global
Head of Digital Health with Cooley LLP. Wain's practice emphasizes general representation of life science,
technology and other operating companies that range from startup through IPO. As a recognized life science
and digital health thought-leader, Wain is a frequent speaker at programs addressing industry issues,
including at the International CES Digital Health Summit, USC’s Body Computing Conference, Impact
Forum and the Samsung: Health Tech Conference. Wain’s best piece of advice comes from fellow FIJI,
David Fleet, “Know Yourself + Be Yourself x Give of Yourself = Successful Life.”
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Upsilon Alpha Building Corp. Update
Building Excellence Campaign
2020 has been a year of challenges and opportunities for the Upsilon
Alpha Building Corp. The Building Corp.’s mission is to provide
safe, comfortable housing and study facilities for the undergraduate
members of the chapter. At the beginning of the spring semester
in January the chapter house was fully occupied. In early March,
the Covid-19 pandemic became a national emergency while the
undergraduate brothers were on spring break. The University
transitioned to online classes and encouraged students to return home
for the balance of the semester. We kept the chapter house open at very
low occupancy but closed the kitchen/meals operation for the balance
of the semester. This led to some short-term financial challenges that
we were able to work through mainly due to the generosity of some
graduate brothers who stepped up to support the Building Excellence
capital campaign.
The Building Excellence campaign kicked off in 2019 as the
undergraduates moved back into the chapter house. The goal of
the campaign is to raise $2.5 million to pay off the house mortgage,
raise funds for current and future house renovation and systems
replacement, endow a career coach to provide career counseling
and raise scholarship funds. With the chapter house approaching 20
years old, various systems and equipment are reaching the end of their
useful life. Prior to the pandemic we committed to a major overhaul
of the HVAC system, replacement of exterior security cameras, the
door lock/entry system and some other minor capital reserve projects.
These necessary repairs required us to deplete our maintenance
reserve and use capital campaign funds to complete the projects while
the undergraduate brothers were on summer break. Stucco repairs
and repainting of the house also took place during the summer.
We also incurred additional expenses necessary to comply with
Covid-19 mitigation guidelines. The chapter house looks great
and the undergraduate brothers were quite pleased with the
improvements when they returned for the fall semester. Our Graduate
Resident Advisor Trevor Henson ’19 and chapter Historian/House
Manager Alex Gray ’22 worked exceptionally hard on all the projects
implemented over the summer break.
We’d especially like to acknowledge the extraordinary generosity of
Louis “Buzz” Sands ’63. When Brother Sands learned of the financial
challenges we were facing in the spring semester due to Covid-19 he
offered to pay off the remaining mortgage balance on the house. This
was on top of the leadership challenge gift he made to kick-off the
Building Excellence campaign and the annual Sands Scholarships to
encourage academic excellence at the chapter. As of May 2020, the
chapter house mortgage is paid off! THANK YOU Brother Sands!
We would also like to thank several long time Building Corporation
Board members for decades of service to Upsilon Alpha. John Marietti
’61 will retire from the Board at the end of the year. Brent Moody
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’61 passed Ad Astra in late January after many years serving on
the Board. Vinson San Angelo ’62, continues to serve as Board
Treasurer and Finance/Housing Advisor on the Board of Chapter
Advisors. These brothers inspire and remind us that Service is
a core value of our fraternity and "Phi Gamma Delta is Not For
College Days Alone". Thank you!
If you are capable of contributing to our
If you Excellence
are capable
of contributing
Building
campaign
or have to our Building
Excellence
campaign
or have
questions please contact Deron Webb
’89questions
please contact
at 602-432-5651 or dwebb@wwptax.com
or Jeff Mongan ’83 at
602-909-3520
or
Deron
Webb ’89
jmongan@athensdevco.com.
Information
602-432-5651
and pledge forms are
also
available
at our
dwebb@wwptax.com
campaign website: https://arizonafiji.org/
or
campaign.
Jeff Mongan ’83

602-909-3520
jmongan@athensdevco.com

Information and pledge forms are also available at our
campaign website:
https://arizonafiji.org/campaign

$1.25 Million Raised So Far
Thanks To These Alumni

Kathleen Rebollo
George Drach '57
Ralph Miller '58
Tom Kennedy '59
Richard Thompson '59
Ralph Heffelman '60
Dan Mariscal '60
Deno Dikeou '61
John Marietti '61
Terry Muse '61
Bill Wheeler '61
Rick Allen '62
Vince San Angelo '62
Jim Sakrison '63
Buzz Sands '63
Chuck Townsdin '63
Eddie Wilson '63
Wally Armer '64
Don Kersey '64

Jere Teed '64
Dewey Paul '65
Tom Warne '65
Mike Aboud '67
Jim Webb '67
Craig Arbon '68
James Rathwell '68
Jeff Derickson '72
Stephen Pierce '72
Bill Morgan '74
Jack Derickson '75
Mark Folger '75
Jim Bennett '76
Jeff Patch '77
Thomas White '80
Doug Folger '81
Craig Barker '82
Bruce Hart '82
Paul Douglas '83

Jeff Mongan '83
Russ Schaeffer '83
Alan Airth '84
Scott Douglas '84
Brian Horner '84
George Jackson '84
Deron Bocks '86
Dwayne Douglas '86
Keith Holben '86
Marc Kates ‘86
Greg Garrett ‘87
John Mansour ‘87
Jeff Miller ‘89
Deron Webb ‘89
Eric Carmichael ‘90
Tony Castellino ‘91
Brad East ‘92
David Pagano ‘96

Please Help Us Raise The Next $1.25 Million

Upsilon Alpha
Kicks Off Virtual
Career Network
& Speaker Series

Upsilon Alpha has established a
unique career network and speaker
series to connect alumni, parents
& undergraduates. The program
provides career resources, a job
board & mentor platform.
It will provide….

Speaker Series
The program kicked off this past spring with a video series
featuring exceptional presentations made by alumni and guests.
Here’s a review:
David Scholl discussed his career in commercial real estate
Jason Rowley examined careers in sports with undergraduates
and discussed his career as the CEO of the Phoenix Suns
We hope to soon start hosting presentations bi-monthly to
quarterly. Stay tuned for future presentations by checking out our
calendar at https://www.arizonafiji.org/.
If you are willing to make a presentation yourself or with a few
others, please email Matt Noble at matt.noble@fmgtucson.com.

Career Network
Upsilon Alpha is committed to creating leadership and career development opportunities for all of our members. Alumni
can network with each other and with undergraduates taking advantage of the network to gain access to career planning
tips, leadership development information, job board, and the mentor-mentee platform. It’s a unique program only offered by
Fraternity Management Group to advance the career needs and possibilities of our members.
Alumni, parents and undergraduates are encouraged to participate in the Upsilon Alpha Career Network. Learn more at
https://www.arizonafiji.org/career (password: upsilonalphacareers!).
Please contact Pete Parker at pete.parker@fmgtucson.com if you are interested in any of the below:
Enlisting as career mentor for other alumni, parents and/or undergraduates.
Joining as a mentee to get advice from an alumni and/or parent.
Post jobs to the job board.
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Send your recruitment
recommendations via
this form:
https://www.arizonafiji.org/recruitment-recommendation.
Please reach out to our Recruitment Co-Chairs:
Jack Hepsen, hepsen@email.arizona.edu (480) 323-8576
Tristan Pachorek Trisp14@comcast.net (303)-859-6223

Help Us Find Missing
Information for Grads
Lost Grads

https://www.arizonafiji.org/lost-graduates

Missing Emails

https://www.arizonafiji.org/no-email-brothers

Missing Cell Phones

https://www.arizonafiji.org/no-cell-phone-brothers

Stay Connected
with Upsilon Alpha

CONTACT US

Recruitment
Recommendations

Website

https://www.arizonafiji.org

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/uafiji/

Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/uafiji/

LinkedIn

UA Fiji LinkedIn Group
https://www.linkedin.com/company/53193272/admin/

